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Several See 2 Unknown Aerial Objects Zip Away and Disappear
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Several See 2 Unknown Aerial Objects Zip Away and Disappear
Photo of Two Objects Right Before They Shot Straight Up and Disappeared.
Map Showing Location of Mt. Rainier National Park.
Date of Sighting: May 8, 2008
Time of Sighting: About 1 PM PDT
Date Sighting Reported: May 9, 2008
Duration of Sighting: Brief (Probably Only a Few Seconds)
Location of Sighting: Mt. Rainier National Park, Washington (Exact Location Not Known)
Latitude: 46.76 Degrees North (Estimated)
Longitude: 121.56 Degrees West (Estimated)
Number of Witnesses: Several (Exact Number Unknown)
Number of Witnesses Interviewed: One
Weather: Witness Stated That Skies Were Cloudy Over the Mountain in the Photo. The Exact Height of Clouds is
Not Known.
Description: Today my brother and I plus several others at a roadside stop in Mt Rainier Park saw TWO
UFO's. I was able to take only one picture, but it is a good picture. Then the UFOs shot straight up and puff they were
gone. It was life changing! I now believe! We have proof positive that there is life other than our own. I am 52 and my
brother is 41. We are not young kids. We are normal grown men who were lucky enough to have a picture so people
won't think we are wackos. Please tell us others have seen these craft. We live about 4 miles from the main intrence to
the state park (Mt Rainier) and for the past 6 months we have seen a lot of strange traffic going into the park late at night
and early morning. If you are intrested in chatting with us, please email us and I will give you our phone number. Ii can't
get this out of my mind! I can't explain it, but it is life changing.
Comments: This report takes on special importance,
because two unknown aerial objects were witnessed by several people, the sighting was in the daytime, skies were
cloudy, and an excellent photograph was taken. Analysis has indicated that the photo has not been edited by any
software. A Fujifilm S5200, 5.1 megapixel camera was used to take the photo. The witness stated that flash was not
used. This fact plus the fact that the sun was not out eliminates "glare" as the cause of the objects in the photo. In
addition the objects were seen by several witnesses.Report found at http://ufosnw.com/index.htm
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